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Letters

editorial

Close to Earth
To the Editor:
The great depths of joy inherent
in celebrations of other cultures,
times and places was due to a few
important factors as I see it.
The people were close to life and
close to the earth-responding to the
natural way of being. A community
existed which tied the people
together with close personal
relationships. The people worked
together for a common cause. Often
that was work such as sowing or
harvesting. At the end of this
communal work a true celebration
came naturally and was very high.
Our celebration on this first day
of spring will be very beautiful. Even
more so for those who have helped
in building the park.
Gordon Andrews

What
Would
Happen
If ..

•

Theatre. I expect our elected
officials to do something about
things like that. Why them spooks
ain't even paying for their
haunting!"
"Well , now sir, we'll look right
.
into that. You know the committee
was set up to handle complaints
about these things. There's a lot else
that's wrong down there at that
University and we'll clean them all
up," says Smalley. "By the way, are
you in my district?"
Now, before this complaint, the
LUSC has never put a foot on the
UNM campus. They've been afraid
they might incite a riot. But now is
the time for some drastic action.
"Listen, guys," says Smalley, "we've
got to do something about all those
non-students using University
facilities. And they don't even pay
taxes. Why should we support some
outside agitator, and given them a
free education? Why, those might
even be out-of-staters."
"Well," says Rep. Bill O'Donnell,
a committee member, "I have some
more information in my safe about
the situation, and I must say, its
deplorable. There isn't even anything
in the faculty handbook to cover
that sort of thing."
"Have there been more complaints
about the, urn, er, haunting?" asked
Rep. Merrill Taylor, a committee
man.
"Gee, Merrill l wish I could show
you, but you know we never

. . . Some irate, tuition-paying
Time, Precious Time
parent called Sen. Ike Smalley,
To the Editor:
chairman of the Legislative
Thank you, Gisser, for advising me Universities Study Committee
that your time is more precious than (LUSC) and complained about some
mine (I am a student, you see) and non-students using Universities
that faculty should come first in line facilities.
concerning technical problems such
"Now, Sen. Smalley, you know I
as parking. (Lobo, March 10).
wouldn't call you about something
Given time and our state that ain't important, but my
legislature's financial hang-ups, it daughter says some spooks (you
seems possible that people like you know, them hippies) is disrupting a
and organizations such as the class she has in the Commedia
legislative school study committee
could work more diligently to get rid
'Details, Details! Now Stand Aside!'
of those pesky subservient beings
commonly known as students. Then,
the whole campus could be turned
over to faculty and administration
for their use and enjoyment. Just
think, no more parking frustrations,
no more technical hang-ups to
impede your search for truth and
wisdom. But wait, it seems that I
recall from somewhere that there is a
relationship between us being here
and your job. Don't you need us to
justify your livelihood?
Of course, you might lose your
job since I think your being here is
predicated on the fact that there are
students waiting to be taught but
that is just another one of those
frustrating technical problems that I
am sure Y0\.1 and your colleagues
could set about to resolve once freed
of the more serious burdens of
current academia such as teaching
and having to fraternize with inferior
beings.
Off the record, given the fact that
you live far short of one mile from
campus, why don't you walk or ride
a bus? Evidently, your frustrations in
your automobile and the half-hour
"First, on the questions
wait for a parking place must be
concerning the illegal war. This is a
superior to the 10 minute (or less)
valid question. Unfortunately, the
walk, or don't you believe that pap
you teach?
bill does not address the question. If
this
were a memorial to the U.S.
Angus Black II
Congress to request that the
Congress exercise its right to declare
war to make our actions legal, I
would vote 'yes.'
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The Lobo welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be no longer
than 250 words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be
considered for publication. Names will
not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and address
of a group member. The letter will
carry that name, plus the name of the
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes Bernas.
Be mas are unsolicited, signed guest
editorials which do not necessarily
reilect the editorial policy of The
Lobo, or the policy of ASUN:(\1, GSA
or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

By SEN. FRED GROSS
In answering correspondence
received from my constituents on
Senate bill 330, I replied concerning
my position with the attached letter.
I think it might explain to your
readers why some of us who thought
seriously about this bill voted as we
did.
"I wish to thank you for your
comments and opinions concerning
Senate bill 330.
"My first comment concernin-g the
trichotomy of what the bill says,
what the sponsors debated on and
what the bill might do.

"Secondly, I find a technical error
in that the bill does not specifically
constrain itself to Vietnam or
Southeast Asia. If this were the real
intent, and the bill was so limited, I
might be able to vote for it. I cannot
vote for a bill that extends this point
to the entire globe.
"Further, I note no temporal
deadline. If the act had a limit of say
two or four years, it might be a
supportable proposition.
"If the question had to do with
the duration of the President's
authority to act in the absence of
Congress' declaration of war, then I
could support a Senate Joint
Resolution to request the people to
specify a time limitation to the
Constitution on the time that the
President could exercise his
authority without a Congressional
mandate. I don't believe that we,
today, should constrain all future
presidents' independent action in
terms of geography or time of action

substantiate anything we do. That
could be a dangerous precedent. But
I do think we ought to tell the
Regents about there not being
anything about spooks in the faculty
handbook, They ought to take
tighter control and keep these
malingerers and agitators off
campus."
The LUSC beamed down to the
campus and set up a seance. Ferrel
Heady and the Regents were guests.
Smalley put himself into a trance,
the better to understand the
situation. All committee members
lightly put their fingers on the top of
a table. The LUSC secretary put
three xeroxed copies of everything in
front of the committee members.
"Come out, come out, where ever
you are," Smalley sang. "Come out
and meet your keeper."
Slowly, the table began to rise.
"Come out, come out where ever
you are. Come out and meet your
keepers."
Slowly, the table lowered itself to
the floor. The candle blew out. The
LUSC sat in total darkness for 45
minutes and called a recess.
When another trance failed to
bring about even eo much as a table
raiser, the committee packed up and
went home. After the unfruitful
seance, even Smalley was forced to
admit not even he, the Great White
Bear, was able to exorcise the
University.
Sarah Laidlaw

limits. If the intent were to constrain
the time a president could act
without a Congressional declaration
of war, I would support such a
limitation.
"If the argument is that President
Johnson and his military advisors are
to be condemned, I would concur.
Gen. Maxwell Taylor's philosophy of
gradual escalation has long since
been isputed by other students of
military history. If they are to be
condemned, I would concur. But,
surely, you must agree that such
arguments are only obscurations.
"Finally, my 21 years as a
professional officer in the U.S. Air
Force, some four years of which
were served in the Intelligence
Agency, convince me that the
President has access to information
that we in the public never see. This
bill intimates that ·.ve, the public, can
decide what is right without access
to the information supplied to the
President. I reject this thesis as
patently absurd.
"I11 the final analysis, I find I
support many of the theses of Senate
bill 330; but, unfortunately, none of
these were or would have been
solved in this bill. If 'the proper issues
were presented, I could support
them, but the debate and terms of
this bill were sufficiently divergent
that I could not vote for it."
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ts $20.3 Million;
Tuition Going Up 5, 25%

Photo by Susan Scott

Study Carrell

Careen Sena takes advantage of the warm weather to catch up on
some studying on the lawn outside the journalism building. Printers
of the University Printing Plant play a lunchtime game of volleyball
in the distance.

Indictments Believed Nixon Plot
Suspected Bomber Says '72 Elections Depend on Case
WASHINGTON (UPI)-One of six persons
indicted for allegedly plotting to blow up
federal buildings and kidnap a presidential
~ide says the Nixon administration is pinning
Its whole hopes for the 1972 elections on
convicting him and his codefendants.
Anthony Scoblick, a former priest
indicted Jan. 12 on conspiracy charges along
with five other peace activists, also said he
suspects President Nixon personally ordered
the indictments to undermine the peace
movement.
He said he believes the administration
acted "out of strict fear" that the movement
has swelled to majority proportions.
"I think the whole administration is
pinning its wholE! hopes for '72 on
convicting us," Scoblick told UPI. "If they
can convict us, they can defeat the peace
movement. If they can discredit us-who
have devoted our lives to nonviolence-they
can discredit anybody ... "
"My feeling is it (the indictment order)
came all the way from Nixon. But of course,
they aren't going to say it's a matter of
policy," he added.
Scoblick was interviewed following an
appearance at St. Augustine's Episcopal

By SUE MAJOR
SANTA FE-The House yesterday passed 40 to 20 the
general appropriations bill, which will allocate $259.9
million of the state's $261.5 million expected general fund
revenue to budget state agencies for the next fiscal year.
Under the bill, the state's universities will receive a little
over $45.2 million, an increase of $3.7 million over this year,
but about $600,000 less than the total recommended by the
Board of Educational Finance (BEF) earlier in the session.
UNM's share of the budget will be $20.3 million, slightly
less than BEF recommendations, but more than cuts
recommended by the Department of Finance and
Administration (DFA) would have left the University.
Included in the general appropriations act is a built-in
tuition hike.
Tuition at UNM will go up five percent for resident
students and 25 percent for out-of-state students. Students
will now pay resident tuition of $110.25 per semester or
out-of-state tuition of $525 per semester. Students also pay
$105 in fees each semester.
Rep. Lenton Malry (D-Bern.), a member of the House
Appropriations and Finance Committee (HAFC) which
prepared the bill, called the 25 percent out-of-state tuition
hike "outrageous." However, Rep. John J. Mershon
(D-Otero), chairman of the HAFC, justified the tuition
increases because "tuition is going up all over the nation and
if we don't increase ours, we'll be below all the states ~hich
surround us."
Tuition increases at New Mexico State University (NMSU)
and New Mexico l4;)stitute of Mining and Technology are the
same percentage as UNM's, but tuition incrases at other
colleges in the state will not be as much.
The BEF originally recommended a tuition hike for all the
state's universities of 20 percent over the next two years for
both resident and out-of-state students.
The University will receive about $17 million for the
current general fund, $149,000 for intercollegiate athletics,
$445,000 for research, $190,000 for the student exchange

Church Sunday.
One of those indicted with him was the
Rev. Phillip Berrigan, now serving a six-year
term at the Danbury, Conn., federal
penitentiary for destroying draft files at
Catonsville, Md. The Rev. Daniel Berrigan
convicted with his younger brother Phillip i~
the Catonsville case, was one of seven others
named in the indictment as co-conspirators
but not as defendants.
They were charged with conspiring to
blow up the heating systems in several
federal buildings in the nation's capital and
to kidnap Henry Kissinger, Nixon's national
security adviser. All six pleaded innocent program, about $2.5 million for instruction at the Medical
School, $250,000 for educational television and $35,000 for
when arraigned in Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 8.
branch
colleges.
Of the 13 defendants and coconspirators
Athletic appropriations recommendations caused
named, six are present or former Roman
controversy
earlier in the session when the BEF
Catholic priests and four are or were nuns.
Scoblick, 30, married last summer to a recommended more money for NMSU's four intercollegiate
former nun who is not involved in the case, programs than for UNM's 12. However, BEF Director William
said the charges are "ridiculous" since each McConnell justified the requests on the basis departments
with larger gate receipts potential need less funding from the
named is dedicated to harming no one.
state,
and the HAFC followed BEF athletic funding
"How could you possibly blow up all the
recommendations.
buildings in Washington without hurting
The general appropriations act does not include a
somebody?" Scoblick asked. "How could
you plan to kidnap somebody without recommendation by the BEF for an inter-institutional
environmental consortorium. However, the recommendation
possibly risking harm to someone?"
to the Health and Social Services Department (HSS) includes
Will Include Meetings With Congressmen
$1.8 million for environmental research and protection.
Expected revenue money was not appropriated by the bill
has already been overspent this session by about $356,000 to
fund special projects,
said. Such projects include a
proposed voter educatiOn program and money allocated to
.
.
.
.
,
the
attorney
general to
defend
stateonofficials
named
in a suit
. A limited occupatiOn _of Washmgton D.C.
no_t been told the truth
war_. The arising
from Natinal
Guard
action
the UNM
campus
last
IS the goal of "OperatiOn Dewey Canyon
pnmary goal of the orgamzatwn IS "to May
III." The operation, headed by Vietnam
demand an immediate cessation of fighting
·
Veterans Against the War (VVAW) is
and the withdrawal of all American troops
designed to "bring the war home" said the
from Indochina."
VV A W leaflet.
From the founding group of six N.Y. vets,
There will be a rally on the Mall today
the organization has spread to every state,
sponsored by the UNM chapter of VVA W at
involving thousands of Vietnam veterans
11:30 a.m. to gather support for the planned
representing all branches of the service,
march on Washington.
various ranks, and all types of war zone
Plans for the occupation of Washington,
duty.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-House members, studying possible
D.C., which will take place on April 19,
A southwestern office, in Corrales, for the
new
security measures in aftermath of the March 1 bombing
include formal and informal meetings with
VVAW has been recently organized, headed
the
Capitol, tentatively agreed Monday to nearly double
in
by Larry Rottman, a former Army officer
congressmen, public hearings on "U.S. war
crimes," and calling upon the Congress and
who served in Vietnam in 1967-68, and the Capitol police force, install electronic devices and
consider an estimated $2 million modernization of the
Supreme Court to exercise power to overxide
Ernie Shearing, a former Special Forces telephone
system.
Nixon's policies. According to their leaflet,
sergeant.
Rep. Kenneth Gray (D-Ill.) chairman of a House
they will "act to stop all business as usual
Rottman, New Mexico-Arizona
administration
subcommittee, said after a closed hearing that
until the government recogmzcs and
Coordinator for the national office of
responds positively to our demands."
VVA W said, "200 veterans from the two the proposals were part of a five-point program to improve
They also plan to return in Kia body bags
states will attend the Dewey Canyon the police force and security system.
The bombing on the first floor of the building about 1:30
all medals and awards, in a formal ceremony,
Operation. In. totallO,OOO men are expected
a.m. March 1 is still under investigation. It caused about
to Congress.
to go to Washmgton."
$300,000
damage but no one was injured.
In their statement of purpose they say,
"The Vets won't be pushed around with
Gray said the subcommittee would vote later on a
"We are tired of the administration
tear-gas or billy-clubs, after all they are
agreement to increase the 575-man Capitol police
tentative
glorifying our role in the Indochina War
experienced in fighting. If the National
by
up to 400 men. Additionally, it will consider
force
when we know that our actions there wer~
Guard is called out, then people who belong
anything but glorious. We are tired of our
to the organization will join the protestors," installation of electronic devices such as light beams in office
corridors that would alert police that somebody has passed a
conscience-ridden silence being sold to the
said Rottman.
given point.
public as support of, or acquiescence to U.S.
"A delegation was sent to the state capitol
Gray said the subcommittee is considering a project
to talk to Anderson and Montoya, but the
genocidal military police in S.E. Asia."
estimated
to cost $2 miflion to revamp the complex
The. VVA W is a national organization
two refused to see them," said Rottman.
formed in New York City in June, 1967, by
Rottman explained; "Dewey Qanyon I telephone system connecting all the Senate and House office
buildings and the Capitol. The new system would allow for
Vietnam veterans convinced the public "had
and II were invasions into Laos."
immediate
alerLs at remote police posts.
Wednesday, March 17, 1971
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House Considers Doubling
VaS. Capitol Police Force

Never Underestimate
Power of a Woman

,.

Foreign· Policy: Open Field /or Determined President

WASHINGTON (UPI)- "can go just as high as their
President Nixon said Monday a talents take them.
woman will be nominated to run
"And I don't think any woman
for president or vice president of should start with an inferiority
the United States only when "the complex about it," he said.
best person for the job happens to
The President said his
be a woman."
administration had "more women
The President made the in positions of responsibility" and
statement during a taped "more breakthroughs than any
two-hour interview with Barbara previous administration," He cited
Walters of the NBC television his appointment of Mrs. Helen D.
"Today" show in connection with Bentley .as. the first woman
the 59th birthday Tuesday· of his chairman of the Maritime
wife, Pat.
Commission and said he had
Pointing to the example of Ms. "some other appointments in
Indira Ghandi, the India prime mind too."
minister who just led her party to
But Nixon said his advice to
an overwhelming election victory, women would be to "use those
Nixon declared that "the time will qualities that a woman has" and
come" for this country to have a he told members of the Women's
woman chief executive too.
Liberation Movement not to
"I can't say when, but it will "knock the role of a woman in
come and it will come through, terms of being the wife of, say, a
not because the woman will be political man.
Winners of a sheool-wide pocket billiards tournament are, left to
put on the ticket to get the
"You show me any president
Billiards
Champs
right,
Tony Matteucci, third place; Ron Posladek, first place; Ed
women's vote," he said. "That and I will show you a strong
Rathburn, second place. New tournaments in the Union recreation
won't wash. That isn't going to woman with him," Nixon said.
area will begin March 22 in pocket billiards, 3-rail and snooker said
help. It will come because it will "And so let us not underestimate
Clarence Bracken, recreation manager.
be realized at that time that the what a woman can do, not just for
best person for that job happens a man but what she can do for
•
to be a woman. I think that is the
'
her country,
in eff ect. "
important thing."
Nixon said he believed women
Intern Program
were as intelligent as men and
Deadline
for applications
while he acknowledged that
submissions
for
the New Mexico
"They have some disadvantages"
NEW YORK - Prince Philip of in its own right, provided we are
government
intern program
state
and that there was "some for this summer is April
He also pointed out that he felt
Great Britain, an avid rational about it, provided we
1.
discrimination" against them, he
the
United States is recognizing
currently enrolled college conservationist, said today that don't say everything in the name
said women in the United States andAll
the
ovet·all game population
university students are eligible persons "everywhere must get the of technology is okay," he
problem
but that the approach
message
that
we
are
all
sitting
on
for the program, which pays
declared.
has to be a cooperative
regular salary of the government an ecological time bomb."
''
let's face it, the
"The awareness of conservation conservation minded population is world-wide effort.
agency candidates chaos('.
In lieu of the cooperative
Preference in hiring is given to problems is only just building up a very small proportion of the
effort,
he said, the United States
juniors, seniors, and graduate and I think until it has achieved a world's population, The
effort of limiting bags is an
students.
larger measure of popular support, remainder couldn't cat·e less."
a lt{•rnative. It is difficult,
All candidates must be legal it's not going to make very much
The Prince, a well-known howevl!r, to insUl'e that the
residents of the state of New impression," the Prince warned in huntl'r, said sportsmen would play
Mexico, must be available for the an interview in the March issue of an increasing role in the ecology - individual bag is related to thl'
Repair & :\laintenancc
stocks available, lw said.
entire summer, and fulfill position Sports Afield.
conservation revolution now
Many of thl:' game are
on all foreign cars
requirements as may be directed
"The whole essence of taking place.
international
in scope, th(' Prince
conservation
is
that
it
is
a
by the state director of the
"Once you're interested in said, and this raises a serious
contradiction, that it is a what you're hunting, it seems
9oreign Car Specialisls program.
UNM students interested in the dilemma, that it is something only natural that you should be problem of controL
Of overrriding concern to th1•
program should contact Fred totally different from what the interested in everything else that
2!!!1 Wyoming Blvd. );E
Prince
- !'Spl'cially whl'n he
Christ of the UNM Student Aids who.! e of humanity has been surrounds i t - the whole
265-5901
1~ree Estimate~
travels abroad- is tlw lack of
Office for further information and concerned about for the last ecology," he declared.
conservation knowledge by his
application forms.
10,000 years."
The Prince also call('d for hosts as lo thl' scarcity of e<•rtain
"This is going to take time and writ.tt•n examinations for game
money and persuasion. In some hunters-- similar to the On('s in gamf',
"Thf'Y feel that it's Vl'ry
countries you can't preach Germany - as a progressive step
Hot Pants
importan"t
to shoot some sp<>t•ies
LONDON (UPI)-Exporter industrial development for 20 in world conservation.
because
it's
terribly rar1>," he said.
Jessell Harrison reported today he years and then suddenly turn
"After all, you have to "This is th(' one thing you don't
just returned from Japan with round and say, 'Now hold on, be undertake an examination for
orders for 100,000 pairs of British careful what you're doing and your driving license," he said. want to shoot. If anything, you
want to shoot birds that are most
hot pants.
don't develop it in this way.' "
"PeopiP who go out to fish or common."
At the same time, the Prince hunt should have a much better
"One thing that's absolutely
said, there was a great deal of understanding of the natural
vital
is that no onl' should go out
"political hypocrisy" in history and life cycles of their
either shooting or fishing who is
conservation areas because game."
unable to recognize exactly what
businessmen look at the problem
The Prince suggested that he has gotten. Th1• more you
from a self-interest view - the sportsmen in all countries belong
know about it, the more sensibll'
profit and loss statement.
to clubs and that the you can be.''
"I think you stand a very much organizations themselves "should
One of the prime concerns of
better chance of convincing a man feel a responsibility for
if you say look, I see your maintaining the stock of whatever the Prince is the "Achilll•s heel"
of open sea fishing. Stocks were
problem and I sympathize with it is they want to shoot."
depleting in the North Sea and
your difficulty," the Prince said.
To make this point, he alluded nothing can be don(' about it, he
"But, you know these are
critical times. Let's figure out to the Wildfowlers Association of said, adding:
"Anything which is in the open
some way together of getting it Great Britain. Each branch, in its
own sanctuary, breeds a certain sea is free for all, and th('re is no
right."
number of ducks which it releases international law."
Prince Philip said too many into
the general pool.
Philip, referring to the 1970
persons have "been worshipping
"I
feel if concessions go to a European Conservation Year, said
at
the
altar
of
science
and
3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851
Where do you hear them?
technology" claiming this group of people, it will be in their he hoped it would be transformed
approach would resolve the interest to maintain the stock into an International project. The
In a plea for help from
from which they can crop the ECY is under the auspices of the
world's problems.
someone who needs it? In a
surplus," the Prince said, "Then I Council for Europe.
"People are beginning to realize think you'll get the proper game
dialogue between students and
that
technology is perfectly valid management."
the Establishment? In a talk
session for a marriage-on-thePlane Kills 2 Deer
rocks? At a Catholic Mass
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
conducted in an Episcopal
(UPI)-Policc have filed charge~ of
Church?
hunting out of season agamst
You'd be surprised,
Slobodan Momcilovic, who was
accused of killing two deer by
The sounds of love arc
hitting them with the landing gear
everywhere - anyone can
of
his crop-dusting plane.
hear them. If they listen.
The Paulists listen. But,
New Mexico Lobo
1
like everything in life, the
things that matter most are
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87106, Subscription rate is $7 lor
the academic y('ar~
The opinions expressed on th••
editorial pages of 'I'h<! Lobo are
those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo:
Nothing nect•ssarily represents the
views of the Assol'iated Students or
the University ol New Mexico.

By LOUIS CASSELS
Vietnam." He declined even to
UPI Senior Editor
nuclear power, it would inevitably
rule
out American support of a
Really shrewd politicians their findings. But he would have
be the president, not Congress,
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Events
South
Vietnamese
invasion
of
welcome
raucous demonstrations
of the past year have North Vietnam.
who decided when or whether to
against
themselves and their to be rash indeed not to fe'el the
press the red button.
demonstrated that a determined
cumulative weight of many
This declaration of presidential
president can do almost anything
As Fulbright admitted, there is policies, knowing that most different polls, all showing that an
independence prompted Fulbright little Congress can do about this Americans arc put off rather than
he pleases in the field of foreign to
say:
persuaded by violence, whether overwhelming majority of the
po !icy- including involve the
situation. But observe his choice physical
Ame1·ican people is sick and tired
or rhetorical.
'~It appears the President of words. He did not say that
nation in war- provided he's
of the Indochina war.
intends
to
do
whatever
he
wants
What does carry clout with
willing to accepL the political
Congress could do nothing.
Richard Nixon is not a rash
to in Southeast Asia. And there is Because
Nixon-and
most other political
consequences.
it
does
have
one
politician,
He has heard the
This basic fact about the little we can do about it."
formidable power with which leaders today---is the picture message of the polls and realizes
In theory, the U.S. every president must reckon-the painted by reputable public
American system of government is
he has just a little over one year in
Constitution
vests in Congress the power of the purse.
opinion polls. When polls disagree, which to achieve a mm·ked cooling
now acknowledged even by the
Chairman of the Senate Foreign exclusiv(' power to declare war, to
Congress may not be able to or when they indicate a close of the Indochina issue, or run a
raise
and
maintain
armed
forces,
Relations Committee, Sen. J.
prevent a pt·esident from ordering division of publit' sentiment, a grave risk of becoming a one-term
to
provide
for
the
common
and
William Fulbright (D-Ark.).
the nation's armed forces into politician may choose to ignore president.
defense.
Fu!b1·ight has been trying since
action anywhere on the globe, but
But it also names the President it car, eventually halt any military
1967 to win a larg~r congressional commander-in-chief
of the armed operation simply by refusing to
voice in foreign policy. For a· time
forces
and
entrusts
him
with the vote funds to sustain it.
last year, it seemed he might be conduct of fmeign relations.
getting results.
That is precisely the weapon
Thomas Jefferson felt the now
being invoked by members of
The Senate sought to assert its Constitution contained adequate
authority by voting to bar use of safeguards to permit Congress to
Congress such as Sen. George J.
military funds for U.S. operations "hold in leash the dogs of war." McGovern (D-S.D.) who wants to
in Cambodia. The House refused But when he became President, set a firm deadline for final
to go along with so sweeping a Jefferson sent U.S. naval forces withdrawal of all U.S. forces from
restraint. But Congress eventuv.lly into the Mediterranean to fight Indochina.
passed, and President Nixon pirates, without consulting
Nixon-like every president
signed legislation forbidding use Congress. And many subsequent before him-is well aware that
of U.S. ground combat forces in presidents have used their powers sooner or later he must come to
terms with Congress on any
Cambodia, Laos or Thailand.
as commander-in-chief to involve
Fulbright and other lawmakers the country in varying degrees of foreign policy dispute sufficiently
felt Congress had clearly indicated armed conflict without sanction serious to induce the lawmakers
its opposition to U.S. involvement of a Congressional declaration of to cut off appropriations. This
knowledge fixes at least an outer
in any widening of the Indochina war.
Wvlhttllllhorof RallvRound lhr Flag, Bov11 ••. DobieGrl/ 111 ,,. rlr.)
war.
perimeter within which any
Since 1950, the United States president must remain in
Only a few months later, has fought two undeclared
however,
U.S.
forces· were wars-in Korea and Vietnam-that exercising his freedom in
providing major air and logistical in duration and costliness vastly formulation of foreign policy.
ESP Revisited
What role does public opinon
support for South Vietnamese exceed some of the
troops carrying the war across the formally-declared wars of the play? Even when it is extremely
A few weeks ago I did a column on extra-sensory perception (or
articulate, as it has been in the
borders of both Cambodia and past.
ESP, as it is called by its many friends and relatives). '!'he amount of
Laos.
dissent of students and others
The historic shift of the
mail I received from :,:ou about this column, dear readers, was so heavy
Moreover, Nixon told a Feb. 18 war-making decision from from Indochina policy, it is very
that
I find myself With a heart full of gratitude. (I also find myself
news conference he would Congress to the president has been rarely determinative of a
with
a
ruptured postman.) I would of course like to write each one of
continue to use U.S. airpower accentuated by the advent of president's decisions on particular
you
personally,
but that is obviously not possible, so I will try to
questions
of
strategy
or
timing.
wherever, whenever and to
intercontinental
missiles
with
answer
some
of
your
questions in today's column.
But
in
the
long
run,
public
whatever extent he deemed
nuclear
warheads.
Should
this
opinion can have an important
necessary to "protect our
QUESTION: Last night I tried an ESP experiment with my boyimpact on foreign policy. For
remaining forces in South country find itself in ultimate
friend,
Precog Nissen. He sal in one room and wrote a list of manbers.
confrontation with another every president must bear in mind
I sat in anopzer room and tried to guess u•hat numbers he wa.~ writing.
that the voters, if sufficiently
Out of 25 trws I gues.~ed wrong 25 limes. I feel icky and ~oorlhless and
perturbed by his foreign policy,
haz•e decided to kill myself. What future can a person have without ESP?
will turn against him and/or his
ANSWER: You must not despair. Lots of people without ESP
party at the next election.
manage to live useful and productive lives. For example, there was a
Nixon's desire that public
~oed at Duke a few years ago, Maud Gonder by name, who tried guessopinion on Indochina be kept
Ing numbers, just as you did. In fact, she tried it every single day for
somewhere this side of outrage is
the entire four years she spent at Duke, and all she ever got was wrong
cleal'ly evident in his television
But it didn't hurt her one bit. Miss Gond!'r today is gainnumbers.
speeches and news conferences.
fully employed as a telephone op<>mtor in Durham, North Car<>lina.
His whole strategy of
By WILL HERTZBERG
rehabilitated yet. I don't want to "Vietnamization" and gradual
R <:printed from the Channel
leave prematurely. I don't want to U.S. withdrawal is aimed at
Santa Barbara City College
put anyone who knows me or is making the unpopular war a
(Editors note: This is the last in around ml' through this. If I left relatively minor concern of the
a two·part series on former drug now I'd be fixing within the el('ctorate by the time of the 1972
addicts and drug rehabilitation.) 'veek. ~'
presidential election campaign. He
"I got such a rush a fl'lt like
Bt•ckman l'stimated ·10 percent is willing to take risks now-both
something was coming right out of the people who leave the DAPC on the warfronts in Indochina and
the Lop of my head," he said. "I stay off drugs, compared with 15 with public opinion at home-in
had every intention to keep fixing percent at the Synanon centers order to minimize the danger that
until I died. It really surprised me (other drug information centers) a major flareup in fighting will
that my body could take as much and one to two percent at federal occur in the summer or fall of
as it did.''
1972.
corrections institutions.
Why do people turn to drugs?
"When I first came here I was
Thus the paradox that a
Some experts say it's just "bad kicking heroin and a guy gave me president may seem to be ignoring
company" or peer group his clean freshly made-up bed public opinion when he actually is
influence, other times it's just for because I was on a cot. I couldn't taking very astute account of it.
kicks. Sometimes it's a revolt believe it. There really are people
How does a president judge the
against parents and the who care."
direction in which public opinion
establishment in general.
According to drug experts, is moving? The evidence suggests
To support a heroin habit or there are approximately 300,000 that neither Nixon nor his
QUESTION: This has nothing to do with ESP, but maybe you can
tell me anyhow. What can you do for dry hair?
any other drug habit takes known heroin addicts in the predecessors are primarily
ANSWER: Wear a wet hat.
money-and lots of it. Heroin United States, a figure which has influenced by those dramatic
addicts with daily habits ranging doubled in a little over a year.
gestures so dear to
QUESTION: My ESP tells me I 1('Q,~ put on earth to do some kind
from $30 to $150 per day say the
Experts also say the number of act i vi sts-d em o nstrations,
of imporlallt JOb, but I don't know what it is. So far I've had hundreds of
most common forms of income middle and upper class white marches, fasts, picketings,
JObs and I still haven't found the right one. How u·ill I know 1l'hen I do?
for an addict are dealing, robbery, youths using heroin is growing.
petitions. Any experienced
ANSWER: You'll know, don't worry, Take, for example, the faprostitution and smuggling.
In San Francisco, Barry Ramer, politician knows how easy it is for
mous
case of Hans Helmut Steppenwolf. He too knew he was born for
''When I was 18 I used to director of the Study for Speciar a rei a tively small group of
some exalted task, but what? First he worked in Kansas gleaning beans
smuggle amphetamines and Problems, said heroin is now the single-minded people to organize
but that wasn't it, so he got a job with a logging firm in Montana.
barbituates back from Mexico. In most readily available drug on the and direct a ccnsiderable
Here the erstwhile bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper. But that
November of 1969 I smuggled streets.
commotion.
wasn't it either, so he moved to North Dakota where he tended the
540 bricks (about 1200 pounds)
"In my wildest nightmares I
furnace
in a granary (wheat-heaterl. Then he moved to Omaha and
of mal'ijuana worth well over half never dreamed of what we are
got a job admitting eattle to the stockyards (meat-greeter). Then he
CAMPUS- LAUNDRY .
a million, I also smuggled about seeing today," he said.
went to New Orleans and worked for a chiropodist (feet-treater). Then
$40,000 worth of cocaine and
The 1970 Santa Barbara county
and CLEANING
to Minnesota where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Las
hash from Europe once when I grand jury report on drug
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
Vegas where he determined odds at a crap table (dice•pricer). Then to
was running short of money," said addiction estimated the expenses
ond Laundry
Germany
where he pasted eamera lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
Kevin, a former addict living at to the county resulting from the
Still
Hat1s
Helmut hadn't found it. Back to America he moved
the Santa Barbara Drug ~Jldiction drug problem were $30,000 per
Counselor Always on Duty
and
got
a
job
in
Milwaukee at the Miller High Life brewery, inspecting
y('ar per heroin addict.
2106 Central S.~.
Prevention City (DAPC).
247-0836
the ingredients that go into Miller High Life Beer and rejecting those
Although he has resided at the
:::.
whi<'h were not perfect (malt-faulter).
DAPC for only a month, Kevin
And so finally, at long last, fulfillment came to Hans Helmut. For
feels he is able to think clearly for
this
was
his mission, his lofty purpose on earth-to make sure that you
the first time since he started
and I and every other life-loving, health-oriented, flavor-directed
using drugs 15 yeats ago.
Amel'ican should rest secure in the knowledge that the next ean or
"I'm not completely
bottle of Miller High Life which passes our discriminating lips will be
just
as free of fleck and tlaw as the last can or bottle of Miller High
FI y 'I 'rans-Love to
Life which passed our discriminating lips; that can after can, bottle
Europe
after bottle, keg after keg, Miller High Life will remain ever amber,
ever ambrosial, ever honest, sincere, true, good, beautiful, decent,
$239
kindly and relevant.
And so, dear friends, to that small but shining list of human beneBoeing 707-first class
factors-men
like E. Pluribus Ewbank, for instance, who invented the
New York-London
opposable
thumb
with.:ut which millions of castanet players would be
(round trip)
unemployed; women like Rosa L. Sigafoos, for instance, who invented
June-September
the bio-degradable roommate~let us humbly and gratefully add the
of Hans Helmut Steppeuwolf. Hight on, watchful malt-faulter!
name
C;\11 Wed. & Thurs.

MAX SHULMAN

Drug Rehab Experts Ask~
Why Do Kids Turn On?
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You'll never taste
acolder beer.

26H-4oG3

4-6 PM

Limited Seating

TRANS-LOVE

Cold-Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine
P, Batlanllno & sons, New.nrkj Now Jorsey

*

*

*

Surely lhe story of Hans Helmut has left a lump in your throat.
We, the brewers of Miller High Life and sponsors of this column, know a
pleasant way to remove said lump. It comes in cans, bottles and kegs.
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Indian Tribes Revive Language
CAMPUS BRIEF§

Professor Transcribes Legends into New Form
Transforming an oral language
into its first written form is a
monumental task.
But when the linguL~t- Bruce
Rigsby of UNM- sees a people's
loss of their native language in the
same way he views loss of the
natural environment, the project
becomes more important to him.
Rigsby, an associate professor
of anthropology who has been
working with Indian languages in
eastern Oregon and Washington
since the summer of 1963, has
written a Sahaptin dictionary of
roughly 1000 words. He has
transcribed several of the Indians'
traditional stories and legends into
the new written form for use by
teacher aides.
"There has been an increasing
awareness among minority
peoples," Rigsby says, "that to
speak one's own language is a
strong symbol of social identity.
"In the case of some Indian
tribes," he says, "the desire has
developed to revive a language
nearly lost."
He has spent several years
gathering linguistic material and
studying the grammar and
phonology of Sahaptin, spoken in
eastern Washington and Oregon
by such people as the Yakima,
Umatilla and Warm Springs
Indians.
His first indication that
attitudes had changed came last
summer.
"Everything changed when I
received a call from an
educational psychologist serving
as a private consultant to three of
the local school boards on the
Yakima reservation," he says.
"School officials and many
parents suddenly wanted to add
material on Indian culture, history
and language to the school

5 New 8 track tapes
of your choice with
purcb.ase of. a new tape deck.

curricul urn."
Federal funds available for
minority group educational
programs provided enough
incentive for school
administrators to initiate the
program. As a result, the
consulting psychologist asked Dr.
Rigsby for help in developing
material on the Sahaptin language
for use in the schools.
"Sahaptin does have a literary
tradition," Rigsby says, "but it
has no traditional written form as
English does."
The language contains many
sounds and combinations or
sounds that are very different
from those found in English. This
presents a problem in preparing
teaching materials for school use.
Rigsby responded by
developing a practical alphabet
which uses regular English letters,
but with different values.
' 'The new a I ph abet is
reasonably phonetic," Rigsby
says, "and if the values of the
letters are known one can easily
pronounce the words."
"The Yakima possess an
extensive oral tradition, and, as a
people, have a very good sense of
history," says Rigsby. "Even the
young people can relate a family
history dating back to the Yakima
War of the 1850's."
But, many of the younger
Indians do not speak the language.
"The problem is quite different
from that faced by, let's say, the
Navajo in Arizona and New
Mexico," he says. "Here we are
concerned with helping the
Navajo child get through the first
years of schooling without losing
his self-respect and motivation
because of a serious deficiency in
English.
"Most of the younger Indians
in Oregon and Washington are
fluent in English. There the
problem is to preserve a sense of
cultural and social identity
through the Indians' own
traditional language."
Two Yakima girls, Pauline Sam
and Mrs. Gladys Sohappy Little

Bear, currently are enrolled at
UNM. Mrs. Little Bear's husband,
Le Roy Little Bear, attends the
University of Lethbridge, Alberta,
Canada, but currently is taking
anthropology courses at UNM on
a Canadian government
fellowship.
Rigsby is working with Miss
Sam and Mrs. Little Bear and a
third student, Patricia Gregory,
three afternoons a week, teaching
them to read and write Sahaptin.
The routine of language practice
often is punctuated with
discussions of the grammatical
patterns of the language.
"I don't want to be classified as
a liberal do-gooder ," Rigsby says.
"The Indians know what's good
for them- they have asked for
my help, and I'm willing to give it
freely."
During a two-week visit to the
area in August, Rigsby spent three
nights directing a workshop which
trained the local teacher aides in
the new alphabet. He also talked
extensively with the aides about
Sahaptin grammar and its
adaption to the new alphabet.
Rigsby's key informant has
been working with several women
who will be teacher aides. His
practice sessions were conducted
throughout the fall of 1970.
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tax credit on real property and a
50 percent tax deduction on
wages paid to workers given
on-the-job training.
To be eligible for the tax
advantages the company would
have to hire at least ten employes,
50 percent of whom would have
to be from the local area. If
passed the bill would cover all the
counties Lujan represents with the
possible exception of Bernalillo
and Los Alamos.
Lujan said, "the intent of this
act is to expand the job
opportunities in rural America.
We think those who live in rural
areas should not be forced to
move to our already overcrowded
and overburdened cities. The
billions of dollars we are spending
to cure our urban ills can be saved
if we stop those ills from
developing in the first place.
"One way to do this is to make
it possible for people to enjoy the
rural way of life while at the same
time earning wages equal to those
they could earn in the city,"
added Lujan.

Graduate
PERIGUEUX, France
(UPI)-Josette Bouchillou, 72,
Thursday won her diploma for
graduating from primary school.
She explained she took the course
to prove to her family she was still
sane and spry. She insisted on
taking the physical education
examination requiring her to run
100 yards, asking only to be
exempted from wearing gym
shorts.

Engineering Film

•

l

'

The UNM engineering college
will present a film "Flow
Visualization" March 17, at 11:30
a.m. and March 18, at noon in the
Farris Engineering Center, room
143-A. The film is rated "G".

Wind Ensemble Concert

~,

Hunter Bill
Lobo photo by Chuck Foil

Meter Maided

Standing by a parking meter we
caught a glimpse of Alfrieda ...
The meter maid has finally
come to the University. Alfrieda
Apache, first of several meter
maids here, first appeared on
campus March 11.
Apache is authorized to give
tickets for violations on old
University Rd., Roma, and on the
anthropology and Yatoka parking
lots.

Really Big S-h-o-e Ends;
Sullivan's TV Epic Over
NEW YORK (UPI)- Comedian
Joe E. Lewis once said that
television's Ed Sullivan "will last
as long as other people have
talent."
Sullivan has lasted 2:3 years and
his variety show goes down as the
longest running program in
television history. But he will not
be back on the Columbia
Broadcasting System network
next fall, a network spokesman
said Monday.
Sullivan, who will be 70 next
September, joins Red Skelton and
Jackie Gleason as CBS discards in
the new fall program lineup to be
announced shortly. It was
reported that there will be no
direct replacement for Sullivan
and CBS will use the time for a
new series running 90 minutes or
two hours.
Sullivan's son-in-law, Robert
Precht, said there has been "talk"
of Sullivan doing specials for CBS
next season "but it's still very
much up in the air." Precht
produces the Ed Sullivan show.
Sullivan productions, Inc., has
started work on a syndicated
variety series of five one-hour
shows a week with a different
host each week, Precht said. It
was not known whether Sullivan
will appear on the program.
The Sullivan show made its
debut June 20, 1948 as "The
Toast of the Town." It had a
$1000 budget and featured Martin
and Lewis, who got $200 each. 10
years later his budget was 50
times that amount and Sullivan
combed the world- even behind
the Iron Curtain- for talent.
Sullivan never varied his
format, which he said was "open
big, have a good comedy act, put
in something for the children,
keep the show clean." When Elvis

Presley appeared on the Sullivan
show the lower part of the screen
was blacked out to hide his pelvic
gyrations.
The showman sandwiched
reiglling Diva Joan Sutherland
between a comedian and an
acrobat. He introduced The
Beatles to America. Always a
friend to the underdog, he had
harmonica player Larry Adler and
actress Ingrid Bergman on his
show when they were objects of
controversy and helped them
make a comeback,
Sullivan got his start 50 years
ago as a sports writer for the New
York Evening Mail. In 1932 he
joined the staff of the New York
Daily News, for which he still
writes a syndicated column,
"Little Old New York." He was
emceeing the News' annual
Harvest Moon Ball in 1947 when a
CBS executive spotted him as just
the sort of "informal,
non-professional guy" that the
network needed for a variety
show.
Rigid posture, deadpan
expression, poor enunciation and
unorthodox pronunciation, and a
tendency to substitute a pointed
finger for an introduction,
Sullivan's success was one of the
mysteries of show business. He
made plenty of enemies, including
Walter Winchell, Westbrook
Pegler, Arthur Godfrey and Frank
Sinatra who called him "sick, sick,
sick."
Actress Helen Hayes once said
she had fathomed Sullivan's
secret: "He's so altogether stage
struck that one can actually feel
it. It comes shining through the
inarticulate face, the chewed up
words and the cold mechanics of
the TV set."
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Boycott
Anyone interested in setting up
a lettuce boycott should come to
a meeting March 17, at 8 p.m. at
the Chicano Studies Center, 1815
RomaNE.

A youthful figure is what you
get when you ask a woman her
age.

NEW

YMCA Classes
The Heights YMCA is beginning
a series of classes for women. A
ballet class starts March 22, and
will meet Mondays at 9:15a.m., a
jazz class will begin March 23, and
will meet Tuesdays at 9:15 a.m.,
and a go -go dancing class starts
March 24, and will meet
Wednesdays at 9:15 a.m. The
YMCA is also starting an aquatics
institute which will offer a course
in water safety certification which
will begin March 24. For further
information call the YMCA at
265-6911.

,,,_,.,_

Lujan Sponsors Bill
Luring Industries
Into Rural Area
New Mexico Congressman
Manuel Lujan (R-N.M.) has
sponsored a bill to help lure
industry into sparsely populated
"rural job development areas."
The Rural Job Development
Act would encourage industry to
move to counties with no city
over 50,000 in population and
where at least 15 percent of the
families earn less than $3000.
The incentives for industry to
move out into the country would
be a seven per.l!ent tax credit on

Dames
The Kappa chapter of the UNM
Dames Club will meet March 17,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Union, room
231-E. A representative of the
Sivananda Yoga Center will speak
and demonstrate yoga. All wives
of students are welcome.

LOW
PRICES

G!J 17 Lomas N .E.
3100 Central S.E.
For Any 15¢ Driti;k

With a 79¢ Arhy's
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Rep. James Caudell, R-Albuquerque, right, and Robert Gettys,
left, of the Sportsmen's Legislative Action Committee look on as
Gov. Bruce King signs the New Mexico's Hunter Training Bill.
Caudell and Gettys sponsored the bill which will make it unlawful
for anyone under 14 years to hunt with or shoot a firearm unless
they have completed a hunter training course provided by the
Department of Game and Fish.

Student Studies Racial Tens ions
U Senior Examines Hometown Problems
When UNM senior Phillip
Zimmerman was a sophomore at
the University, racial tensions
turned his part of Kalamazoo,
Mich., into a bomb- which
eventually exploded at his former
high school.
That incident triggered a slow
but growing reaction in
Zimmerman. This year that
reaction culminated in an in-depth
study of housing, income and
population patterns in
Kalamazoo.
The study has drawn praise
from· Zimmerman's geography
professors at UNM and copies of
it haVE• been requiesled by
Kalamazoo city officials. For
Zimmerman's study just may help
the Michigan city understand why
problems exist there and what can
be done to solve them.
"I can remember walking from
my part of Kalamazoo, which was
one region that I have classified as
stable in the report, down to the
central city, which has been
classified as a problem area," the
21 - year - old geographyanthropology major recalls. "Bit
by bit I would notice that the
housing became worse, that
streets looked different, there
were more blacks.
"I -sensed the difference
between my E>xperience of my
neighborhood in Kalamazoo and
the experience of someone in the
central city. Last summer I
decided to study exactly what
these differences in environment
were. That's where the 115-page
report came from."
Taking his clues from the new
UNM geography professor Robert
Campbell's research into the
man-environment interaction, and
working closely with geography
Chairman Richard Murphy,
Zimmerman took the raw tract
statistics from the 1960 census

and rated each area on the basis of make stable areas out of unstable
areas. Changes in the environment
eight variables.
The variables - involving may help change attitudes, but
housing quality, income, and attitudes will have to change
population stability - were given before the environment really
a numerical rating. At the end of improves."
the study Zimmerman totalled the
While Kalamazoo has been
findings and rated each part of relatively free of racial conflict,
Kalamazoo as "stable," Zimmerman's study notes that
''moderately stable," "Potentially about 40 percent of the blacks in
problem area," and "problem the city live in one area and that
area." His findings verified what a this area has serious housing
lot of people, himself included, problems and is the scene of most
had always suspected - that there of Kalamazoo's racial
are problem areas in Kalamazoo disturbances. Interestingly
and that some understanding of enough, the third highest
them might be achieved by percentage of blacks in any of the
studying the effects of the regions in the city live in what
physical and cultural eiiviroiihient Z lin h'I'etl:'rill h' HII'il"""Hib'elle8 the
on man and how man affects the "most stable" area of the city.
Zimmerman's study didn't
total environment.
The whites living in high show any real pattern of housing
income areas with good housing discrimination, but he points out
and a stable population pattern that "the housing problem is very
scored the highest grade of complex." Eventually,
stability in Zimmerman's variable Zimmerman feels, poor housing
and drew a ''stable" rating. Blacks and low incomes carry over into
and whites living in the central poor education.
city with poor housing and low
"As Dr. Campbell's recent
incomes combined with study for the Office of Naval
transitional population patterns, Research says, people in bad
had a lower grade of stability on environments begin to
t h e rating system and got a compensate by either 'filtering
stimulus from the environment,
"problem area" tag.
"I worked from the premise screening such stimuli or escaping
that the environment one lives in the environment altogether.
is the sum total of all physical and
"This pattern of filtering,
cultural elements that one screening and eventually dropping
experiences in that environment," out or escaping can carry over
Zimmerman explains. "In the into schools and may account for
problem areas, about one-third of abnormally high drop-out rates in
the housing is badly dilapidated. high schools in the inner city,"
The other two-thirds range from Zimmerman says.
deteriorated to adequate. And this
housing is a constantly visible part
U.N. Panel
of the environment. It acts on the
The United Nations association
people of the area every day.
of Albuquerque and the
"The environment in the city, International Center are
whichever part, acts on the people sponsoring a panel discussion "Is
and the people act on it. So just the United States Good for the
changing the physical Third World?" March 17, 8 p.m.
environment won't be enough to in the Union theater. Panelists
include ex-Peace Corps volunteers
and the discussion will be
moderated by William Brisk of the
UNM political science
federal riot charges, Kent legal department. A question and
sources are hoping that the U.S. answer session will follow.
Circuit Court of Appeals will not
only rule against the U.S.
Attorney's appeal, but will also
dismiss the indictments.
No National Guardsmen or
state authorities were indicted in
the original Grand Jury findings,
and at this time no new Jury has
been called.

Three Charged With Flag Misuse
KENT, Ohio (CPS)- Three
more students at Kent State
University face charges in anti-war
protests, this time for "flag
desecration."
Indictments handed down last
week charge three students, one
of them a student court justice,
with violations of a state flag
desecration law. During the Feb. 4
incident a large crowd of
demonstrators lowered the U.S.
flag and raised a Vietnamese
National Liberaf;ion Front flag.
They were pl'otesting the invasion
of Laos, and did not, damage the
U.S. flag,
Meanwhile, the U.S. Attorney
ls appealing a Federal District
Court decision of last fall which
dismissed the findings of the
Federal Grand Jury investigating
the May, 1970, demonstrations at
Kent State. However, because the
District Court did not dismiss the
25 indictments still pending
against students and faculty fM
Wednesday, March 17,1971
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Control at University
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The UNM Wind Ensemble will
present a conc~rt March 17, at
8:15 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Feature soloist will be Fred Dart,
member of UNM music faculty
and director of the UNM
marching and pep bands. General
admission is $1.50, students 50
cents.

Orchestra Concert
The UNM Chamber Orchestra
will present a concert Sunday
March 21, at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall. General Admission is $1.50,
students 50 cents.

UNM Author
A UNM alumnus is an author of
"From Conception to Birth: The
Dram a of Life's Beginnings,"
which is being released today by
Harper & Row.
The book is written by
Landrum B. Shettles, M.D.,
Roberts Rugh and Richard N.
Einhorn and illustrates every stage
in the development of a fetus
from a single cell to a complex
organism.
Shettles received his master of
arts degree from UNM in 1934 on
a biology teaching fellowship and
his M.D. from Johns Hopkins
Medical School in 1943. He has
been assistant professor of clinical
obstetrics and gynecology at the
College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University,
since 1961.
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Wednesday, March 17
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union room 253;
11 a.m.
Union Board Ad Hoc Committee
(Charter Revision); Union, room
231-C; 2:30p.m.
Music Dept.; Union, S. Ballroom;
3:30p.m.
GSA; Union, room 250·E; 5:30 p.m.
Alpha

Phi

Omega~

A diamond
outliving
time •••
as lasting

Union. room

250-A.; 6•30 p.m.
Dt-Jttt Sigma Pi; Unlon, roo1n 230:

6:30p.m.•
Indo-American Association; Union,
room 231-D; 7 p.m.
Student S~natc~ Union, room 129~ 7
p.m.
3HO; Union, room 231A·C; 7 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union, room 253;
7:30p.m.
Dames Club; Union, room 231-E;
7:30p.m.
Peace Corps; Union S. ballroom;
7:30p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union, room 250-C;
7:30p.m.
International Student Center: Unjon
theater: 8 p.m.
UNM Wind Ensemble; Popejoy Hall;
8:15p.m.

a$ your:

love.

Mystique

jeweler~~

'i~~

2312 Central SE

e

Opposite Popejoy Hall

SLICK RUBBER!
Is that Your Problem?
If it's tires you need, please contact Bill Bader. I am a full
time student at UNM and a part time salesman for firestone at 4601 Central NE.
I will sell you Firestone tires at a price students can
afford. See me at the store from 3:00 to 6:00 weekdays,
all day Saturday, or call me at 255-5572
There will be no hassle
Thank You
Bill Bader

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
6.50 x I 3 Firestone Champions, blackwall
4 ply nylon
$I 0.45 plus tax

'g

~

invites you to see
their new Spring Collection
of after-five pant suits,
cocktail, and evening dresses
520 Coronado Center
Page 5 ·
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Sports

Lobo Pitching Tells Tale

Of Win Over Indians

.....

-----..,=~·

Jon Aitken

Lobo pitching ace Jim
Kremmel tossed a five hitter at
the Southern Colorado University
Indians yesterday at University
playing field posting a 5-0 win.
Kremmel had plenty of help
from his teammates as no errors
were charged to the Lobo nine,
redeeming itself from the windy
loss it suffered the day before at
the hands of the Indians.
Unlike yesterday the Wolfpack
did not have to contend with the
cold wind and a barrage of hits
and runs the team from Southern
Colorado threw at the Lobos.
The calm, pleasantly cool
spring day saw Kremmel, the main
cog in Coach Bob Leigh's pitching
staff go the distance fo\' the Lobos
posting nine strike-outs.
The UNM pitching ace pitched
the nine innings without giving up
one walk to Indian batters,
backed up by a fine performance
from his defensive teammates.
UNM first scored in the fourth
inning when Ron Adair led off

Jon Aitken performs a dip on the
parallel bars. He performs in the P
bars every meet, but his specialty
is the high bar. Aitken is last
year's WAC Champion on the high
bar and is favored to repeat again
this year.

Dana Shelley

D ana Shelley prepares for his
landing after a short flight on the
long horse. Shelley is the team's
number one man on the long
horse and is a potential WAC
Champion in the event. He's been
averaging better than 9.0 most of
the season.

CLASSIFIED

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
206, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuqum·quc, N.M. 87106
TJt;ItMS: Pnyme-nt mu!'.t b~ made in full prio1• to insertion of n<h•ertisement
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WJU, THg PI·:HSON who took four Sony
Crumette t:tJI(':! from thC' SUB la."lt Thurn~
day, plt•n.o..;e l'Pturn thf" two containing lc't"-

By ANDY GARMEZY
compulsory and optional, with the
scores from both averaged for his
final marie.
The compulsory routine is added
team. closed out thell: season with specially for conference
wins over BYU and the University of championships and the NCAA.
Utah to bring their final record to Tournament. In compulsoraries each
individual will perform and be
13-0.
on a required routine, while
judged
Next Wednesday the team will try
for their third conference the optional category is left up to
championship as the WAC the individuals discretion.
The compulsory rounds will take
Tournament gets under way at Salt
place
on Wednesday with the
Lake City, Utah. In the last five
years the Lobos have won two WAC optionals on Thursday. The results
championships and finished second of Wednesday and Thursday's
competition will determine the
twice.
The Lobos, who support a 6-0 conference champion. The top six in
conference record, are the heavy each event, based on the average of
favorites to win the tournament for compulsory and optional scores,
qualify for the individual
the second consecutive year.
At the tournament each individual championships on Friday. The top
participating in an event will be three from Fridays action then
required to perform two routines, qualify for the NCAA
Championships over Easter.

Coach Rusty Mitchell is entering
three all around men plus two
spedalists in each event.
Dave Repp, Jim Ivicek and Joe
Kinkel will compete for the Lobos in
the all around category. Repp, who
just recovered from a shoulder
injury, was last year's WAC all
around champion.
In floor exercises Mitchell is
hoping for a one-two placing from
co-captain Stormy Eaton and Dana
Shelley. Both performers have been
averaging better than 9.0 throughout
the season.
Fred Cardenas and Mark Hopkins
will lead the Lobos in the side horse.
Cardenas is favored to capture first
place in the WAC.
Co-captain Bill Parise and Dave
Repp will compete for the team on
the still rings. Chances for placing
first or second in the event will rest
on Parise's ability to do well in his

optional routine.
!n the Long horse the Lobos have
the potential to sweep the first three
places. The trio of Shelley, Repp and
Hopkins have been hitting better
than 9.0 most of the season.
Freshman Jim Ivicek will be the
Lo bos number one gun in the
parallel bars. In his last two matches
against BYU and Utah, Ivicek has
scored a 9.10 and 9.0.
Ivicek will team with last year's
WAC Champion in the high bar, Jon
Aitken, to give the Lobos another
one-two possibility. Aitken should
capture his second high bar title.
In the all around category Ivicek
and Repp will give the Lobos
an.other potential one-two sweep.
Mitchell, who's squad has defeated
every WAC school this year, predicts
his team will win their third WAC
crown without too much difficulty.
The toughest competition will come
from ASU, Utah and CSU.

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7r p~r wordJ 20 word minimum ($1.40) Jler tim~ run. If ad is to
run fivP or more consecutive days with
no ('hang-c>s th1;1 ratQ is rc.>duced to 5!'
11er word and th<.' minimum number of
words to 10.

Gymnasts End Season; Prepare for WAC Tourney
The Lobo gymnastics team
concluded their most successful dual
meet season in the history of their
sport at UNM this past weekend. The

with a triple. Bob Faford then
followed up with a single, moving
Adair to thh·d. Adair then scored
on a passed ball. Rick Wicks
doubled to move Faford to third
and was followed up by Jim
Surber blasting a triple to move
Wicks in for the score.
The most exciting inning of the
game however was the seventh.
Amando Reyes singled to put a
man on base for the Lobos and
moved to second on a sacrifice by
Kremmel. Jackie Conners tripled
to drive Reyes in but was thrown
out at the plate trying to convert
it into an inside the park
home-run.
The victory by the Lobos set
their record at 5-3 dropping
Southern Colorado's to 4-2.
Winning today came on the
heels of a loss to the same nine
who had previously blasted the
Lobos out of their own playing
field 18-10 the previous day.
Tomorrow the Lobos will play
the University of Denver at the
Lobo baseball field at 3 p.m.
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NE!IJ TWO MieN PART TIMg now, full
time summor. $90 week. Call 265·4058

COLL1•;GI~ STUDENT: Prepare now for

the business world. Choose your own
hour~. Sell non-nollutinr: products lo
homo nn<l industry. Call 266-2200. 3/23
!'ART TIM!<; WOHK•-Jlood money! Cnll
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OVERSEAS JOBS
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Final Statistics
SHOT-PUT: 1. Rod Wallace (UNM)
51-2; 2. John Vest (CU) 48-7 1/,: 3. Jim
Braye (UNM) 46-8'4.
JAVEL IN: 1. Ulf Johansson (UNM)
223-5; 2. Per Eric Sm1ding (UNM); 3.
Dave Roberts (UNM) 138-6.
440 YD. RgLAY: 1. Colorado (Cliff
Branch. George Daniels~ Larry
Brunson, Marcus Walker) New Stadiun1
record.
ONE MILg; 1. Dave Roberts (UNM)
4:18.5; 2, Mike Stegner (CU) 4:30.9:
3. Tom Mckinley (CU 4:55.6.
LONG JUMP: 1. Chuck Steffes
(UNM 22-111/,; 2. Nate McCall (UNM)
21-1 3/4; 3. Jim Hunter (CU) 21-1.
120 HURDLES: Marcus Walker
(CU) 13.7; 2. Richard Mauck (UNM)
14.3; 3. Wayne Lockwood (CU) 14.9
(13. 7 betters old meet record of 14.1)
440 YD. RUN: 1. Jesse Johnson
(UNM) 48.0; 2. Michael Frederickson
(UNM) 48.3; 3. Wendell Brown (CU)
49.2.
100 YD. DASH: l, Cliff Branch
(CU) 9.5; 2. George Daniels (CU) 9.5;
3. Walter Henderson (UNM) 9.9 (9.5
Sets new meet record).
DISCUS; 1. Jim Braye (UNM)
159·2: 2. John Vest (CU) 150-1; 3.
Rod Wallace (UNM) 148-2'!..
880 YD. RUN: 1. Reid Cole (UNM)
1:55.2; 2. Tom Ericson (UNM) 1:55.6;
3. Tim Cronin (CU) 1:55.8.
HIGH JUMP: L. Charles Steffes

(UNM) 6-8: 2. Ingemar Nyman (UNM)
6-8:, :J. Marl< Mounsey ( CU) 6·4.
1RIPLE JUMP: l. Charles Stoff<•s
(UNM) 49-7'A: 2. Jim HuntN (CU)
45-4%.
440 IM HURDLES: 1. Richard
Mauck (UNM) 53.4: 2. Kcnth Ohman
(UNM) 54.0; 3. ,Jim Fallen (UNM)
56.1.
220 YD. DASH: 1. Cliff Branch
(CU) 20.8; 2. George Daniels (CU)
20.8: 3. Walter Henderson (UNM) 20.9
(20.8 sets now meet record).
POLE VAULT: 1. Jolm Worcester
(UNM) 16·1: 2. Dave Bussabarger (CU)
16-1: 3. Tic Ingomar .lernber (UNM)
and Jim Lincoln (UNM) 15-7 (16-1 sets
new xneet record).
TWO MILE RUN: 1. Tom McKinley
(CU); 2. John Phillips (CU) 9:41.4; 3.
Tony Lucero (UNM) 9:48.6.
ONE MILE RgLAY: 1. New Mexico
(Michael Fredriksson, Tom Ericson,
Reid Cole, Jesse Johnson) 3:20.2: 2.
Colorado 3;24.2.

QUaRt€RS
lounqe &
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kopy korner

SCHLITZ
$3.84/case
96c/6 pack
Send a, child to ca,mp

905

yale se

SIMMS BUILDING

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

247-4406

Jleduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BW' x 11 •
Computer printouts., engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization

r ~arts, oversized periodicals and book11.,

m Popejoy Han
A:\'D THE CPLTPRAL PROGRAM CO:\I:-..IITTEE
present

'Vou]d you Hlce to rc<'civc fn•<> flyinr;
lo,sons (if nualified) anti over 51000
while still in ro1Jeg-e 'l Do you wnnl a
twnrant('cd job upon l'(>Ceiving· a Ba('helor·~ dC'f.!'r~? If you answer "YES,"

TilE I:\'CO~IPARA.BLE

JULIAN
BREAM

prrhnps you ~hou]d inv<'!Jtir,:at~ th<"! on..
JlOl'tUniti(>s that thl~ Air Force noTe

progr.nm can offer You.
To lind out if you arC' t•ligihle for our
(lTOJ'.:ram, th('rc arc two initial procc.":-oinJ:- st<•m.: the Air I''or~C' Offircr QualUyin1-':' Tt•st nnd a Jlhysical <•xuminatiou.
At1d t(•rneml.J('r, tht•rc is no oblitmtfott
in~urrN:I h!' lll'Occssing- for tlw JH'Ogrnm.
IC you nrt.' in good hl•nlthl hnvC' n 2.0
t•umulntiv<• r.-r.ade ])Oint :l\'Qragc and
two O.('ndf.'mi<' Y<'ars rcm:dning- (eitllt•r
A'l'nduate, und('l'1-!rnduntt>, or a romhinatiou of both), contact us NOW. InitiuJ
J)l'Ol'l'.S~inrr fol" cntrnnt•e into the> rn·o.u:rnm nt•xt Scptc>mlJt'r should ()(• c•r>mPirted by 1 April 1U71.
Pd. Ad\',
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\'IRTPOSO U'TE& GPITAR
Thursday :.\I arch 18-8:15 P.:U.
Tickets S5.50, 5.00, -1..?0, 3.50
llN:\I Students With Activity Cards

!-'!? PRICE
Phone 277-3121

CLASSIFIED
ADVER~fKSING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

rc JAWA IIIOTORCYCLI~ with Boll
holmot 600-TX. S400.00. 266-2837. 3/23
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winner of the meet taking the
long and triple jumps.
The Lobo track team will face
Oklahoma State University and
Abilene Christian College in
Abilene on March 20 and will not
return home until April 17 against
WAC foe Arizona State.

2-:~ WcdnC>Sdny on]y, 3/17
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I-OVBI.Y UNFURNISHED 2 ngoROOM
HOUSg_ Carpotinrr, dranrn, stove. Walkinrr distance UNM. $130/month plus
utHitiC'3. C'Olltll" only. Children wt'lrom(',
255-1089. 3/23
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The UNM track and field team
took a surprisingly lopsided
victory from the University of
Colorado Buffalos yesterday at
University stadium by a score of
89-55.
Lobo trackmen took 12 first
places of 17 events against the
Buffs' five blue ribbons.
Of the five first places the
Buffaloes received, three were
meet records and one was a
stadium record, in the 440 yard
relay. They were timed in the race
at 39.6 without competition. The
Lobo relay team dropped the
baton on the first handoff and
were out of the race.
The Lobo team garnered one
meet record but managed to place
in every event except the 440
relay, sweeping the javelin event
and the Pole Vault.
The Lobos received fine
performances from their weight
men as Rod Wallace and Jim
Braye won an event apiece,
Wallace took the Shot-Put with a
51·2 heave and Braye took the
Discus with a 159-2 whirl of the
plate. Each took a third in their
reversed roles as a Shot-Putter and
Discus thrower.
Ulf Johansson grabbed the
Javelin event with a 223-5 toss.
John Worcester won the pole
vault event setting a new meet
record with 16-1 vault followed
by Dave Bussabarger, Ingmar
Jernberg and Jim Lincoln.
The vault put all the Lobo
vaulters over the 16 foot mark
this year.
Marcus Walker first place
winner at the NCAA Indoor track
and field meet last weekend in
Detroit won the 120 yard High
Hurdles with a fine 13.9 time.
Lobo Charles Steffes won two
events, being the only double

19f>7 CADILLAC ngARSE--priocd to sell.
255~21r;G-nfter 5:00, W(>ekend. 8/17
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UN!\[ WOHKING li!OTHI~RS: will raro
for your chilc1r<'n durinJr tJny. Rf.•nson ..
ab1<• rnt<"!~, rnll :Mnry at 266 .. 3:-12~ aftl'r G
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Tracl< Team Downs Buffos 89-55

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment
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7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent
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or low monthly payment.~. United l••t·eight
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/10
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Jim Hruban

Jim Hruban, back after a broken
ankle which sidelined him for six
weeks, competes on the side
horse, Hruban will compete in the
rings for the Lobos at the WAC
Championships.
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Mark Hopkins

Mark Hopkins displays a move in
his floor exercise routine. Hopkins
will compete ih the long horse fot
the Lobos at the WAC
Championships.

SPRING PAN'I.'S SAI>g, Rod, white & bluo
st.l'ipcs & l>nltC'rn~;. Only $4. Lobo Men's
··~S.~lop, 2120 Cer!_~~~S.E. _?/1~=--~<~-
COVI-:R YOUR BODY with our body shirt
•nlo. Shirts only $11. Lobo Mens Shop.
2120 Contrnl s.g. 3/lli
ii ~imw ZIG-ZAG SEWING- M:A:i:fi'i:INES
With full fMtory gunrnnt<!c. Nntionnlly
ndvcrtizcd brand to be aold for $29 each.
Monthly pnym~nts nvnllnblc. Unlkd
Ilrolght Snles, 3920 Snn lllntco, open o
to o. 2/4
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HISTORY
In 1952 the Associated Students
gave the University $50,000 to set
up a University bookstore. At that
time, there were several bookstores;
one was on campus; that sold
textbooks. Then, as now, students
felt the price of books to be
exorbitant. Because of this student
council added that, "profits, if any"
would revert to the University. But
as the contingencies of time
dictated - the lack of funds to run
the Union became pre-eminent- the
original philosophy and intent of the
bookstore was changed. Bookstore
inventory and profits grew. Today
the bookstore grosses nearly $2
million annually with 13 percent of
that profit, a far cry from the
original directive.
PRESENT
The University is again changing
directions. A specific Union fee will
be put into the tuition and fee
structure so that the Union's
overhead will be more equitably
gathered, and bookstore pricing
policies will now change.
FUTURE
But what happens now? The
administration is about to create a
new policy of pricing - much the
same as 1952. Yet no planning for
future contingencies has occurred.
What is lacking from the proposal is
direct student input into the central
operation of the bookstore.
Let's approach the situation from
yet another angle.
The Union/bookstore exists solely
because of student money. The
building bonds, the day-to-day
operation of the present
Unionjbo.okstore are financed almost
1 0 0 percent through direct and
indirect student money. In the
Union Board there is a clear majority
of students and though the board is
chartered to recommend only, this
year for the first time in its history
the feeling of the board has differed

New Bookstore Proposal:.
Total Student Control

.Nelson's

(and at times greatly) with the Union

-.

director (who clearly has too much
power-he may veto the board's
decisions).
But this year the director is
conceding to the board's wishes. But
I would remind you that this is the
first director that has listened to the
board since its creation, and many
dangerously postponed changes rest
on this director's head because of the
unwillingness of former directors to
listen to the "recommendations" of
the board. It has taken 12 years and
three directors to establish the
relationship that now exists. 12 years
is ridiculous - this informal
recommending power does not work
well in practice as the 12 year
history of the Union Board will
testify. Hopefully with the board's
constitutional revision committee a
clearly laid out power of the board
would be hiring and firing of the
Union director.
WHAT IS TO BE DONE
In the bookstore's situation, it is
even more important to establish a
board where students are part of the
hub of power. The reasons?
First, the students have to buy
textbooks at the University
bookstore - they have no choice of
purchase because other bookstores
do not and cannot buy textbooks as
a sideline to their main book-buying
public.
Secondly, because not only did
students give money to establish this
bookstore (that's why it was named
the Associated Students' Bookstore),
but through the store's monopoly
student money (not the taxpayers')
built it into a huge corporation
grossing $2 million a year. Yet we
have no recognized input into the
operation.
As members of the student
governments we feel the most urgent
need to have a board governing the
bookstore which does the following:
1) Provides student input directly
into the decision making center of
the bookstore;
2) Provides a formal focus for

Letter
To Students

..

'

By ERIC NELSON
We have received word from
President Ferrel Heady's office that
he will refuse the contract power of
the bookstore board proposal.
Instead he will dilute the proposal
to "advisory" powers.
In essence this will make the
bookstore operation responsible to
U NM 's bureaucrats, the central
administration. Students are
allowed to sit on a board, to kenly,
and "suggest that they hope the
University will take into account
the students' position and therefore
hopefully . . . " Bullshit. The
proposal we submitted to Heady is
quite reaonable.
What we said is that "good
intentions" now, in 1971, are not
enough. When the bookstore was
begun in 1952 to combat high
prices, students thought they had
solved the problem of exorbitant
rates. But soon those students
graduated and left, and because
they had no voice in the
bookstore's regulation, the
administration had free reign to
raise the profit margin to the
bookstore in order to make uo
the money that was being lost in
the Union (largely because of
mismanagement within the Union).
Do not be led astray by the fact
that the University had agreed to a
"break even" policy with the
bookstore in 1971. The University
agreed to one in 1952.
An advisory board is bullshit.
Any move to exclude students from
decisions which affect our lives is
bullshit.
If you let Heady make that
decision, then you deserve all the
head-stomping that "the man"
hands down. If we together don't
join to make the bookstore
monopoly respond to the student
body, then bureaurcracy wins again
and students are still niggers.
It's your right to control your
life, do it!
ASUNM meets with Heady at
9:30 a.m. Friday, March 19 in his
office; come and tell the man what
you feel.

complaints - along with the power
to effect change;
3) Creates a new relationship
between the bookstore manager and
the students; the manager must be
responsible to the students.
Without all of these provisions
included within a board which would
hire or fire the manager while leaving
the day .. to-day policies and
management free from control (the
board would only recommend in
these matters), without these areas
covered the University only backlogs
the growing mountain of changes it
must make if it is to survive.
We as students are demanding a
greater voice in the affairs of the
University and specifically those
areas which directly affect students'
lives.
COMPOSITION AND POWERS
OF THE BOARD
The board should consist of all
major constituents of the
University- but should remain
small.
Students: Student would chair; no
vote except ties, two ASUNM
representatives, one GSA
representative.
F acuity: One member Faculty
Policy Committee, one at large.
Administrators: Comptroller or
his appointee.
Manager: ex-officio with no vote.
The board would be responsible
for:
1) Receiving reports from the
bookstore manager concerning the
operation, finances and any policy
changes. The manager is to make any
information regarding store policy or
financing figures available to the
board.
2) The board has recommending
po\\-..,rs concerning management and
suggest changes of day-to-day policy
of the store.
3) The manager's contract is
effective for periods not longer than
one year which must be approved by
a majority of the members of the
board. Under no circumstances will
the administration sign, negotiate or
raise managerial salaries without
prior board approval. (Unless it is an
across the board raise; i.e., the cost
of living increase.)
4) The board hears any and all
complaints from the University
community.
To point out in conclusion: The
history of the bookstore since its
inception reflects a lack of student
input throughout the last 12 years.
Though student money created
the bookstore, we were excluded
from the process of decision making.
Now when UNM is ready to make a
major change, it is time to include
students in that process.
We are asking for a board to be
given powers of contract over the
bookstore manager. The only way
we can make the manager
responsible to the community is by
being able to cancel further dealings
with him.
We are the major body affected by
the bookstore. We must have the
majority say in those areas which
control our lives.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
ASUNM Vice President
Sam Johnson
GSA President Bert Hansen
GSA Vice President
Jim O'Neill

* *

Discover Amer~ca.
It's 3,000
smiles wide.
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~~rrsnooping on Civilians Termed ~Illegimate'
Assistant Attorney General Questions Army's Use of Surveillance

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Assistant
Attorney General William H.
Rehnquist said Wednesday the
constitution does not protect
American citizens against
government surveillance.
" Reprehensible" as spying on
peaceful assemblies may be, he
testified, the presence of government
agents at antiwar rallies or other
meetings does not interfere with a
citizen's rights of free speech,
assembly and association.
. Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr.
(D-N.C.) of the Senate constitutional

rights subcommittee, sharply political leaders and maintaining
disagreed as his panel continue dossiers on a church congregationhearings on undercover snooping was "illegitimate."
against civilians by Army intelligence
But he maintained that an
agents- a function that has now individual's right of free speech is
been handed over to the Justice not curtailed by a listening and
Department.
watching government agent. Only
"If I understand your position," when the government tries to impose
Ervin told Rehnquist, "the a "sanction" against an individual
government could put a tail on me, can he have a case that his
follow me everywhere I went and.,~\ constitutional rights were violated.
· ·.., "When the Army was doing things
have no legal remedy."
Rehnquist said he felt surveillance of this nature, and it was fairly
of civilians as it was practiced by the widely known, it didn't stop
Army - including snooping on. 2 50;~opo people from coming to
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Washington to protest the war in
Vietnam and exercising their First
Amendment rights," Rehnquist said.
Ervin contended the presence of
government agents at rallies -in one
case 62 Army spies out of a crowd of
119, with five helicopters circling
overhead - could be as much a
sanction as ordering a man to stop
speaking.
"It was an illegitimate use of
government powers," Rehnquist
said. "But I do not think it amounts
to a constitutional violation of the
first amendment."
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LUSC Gets Do Pass
By 4-3 Vote Margin
SANTA FE- The House Education Committee yesterday
by a 4 to 3 vote gave a "do pass" recommendation to a bill to
continue the Legislative Universities Study Committee
(LUSC) which was founded two years ago in the wake of
"The Love Lust Poem" controversy at UNM.
The LUSC request for $50,000 was cut in Senate Finance
last week. However, the committee has $20,000 left from last
year's allocation which will be used to fund the committee
through the next year should the measure pass the House
today.
The allocation pays expenses of the committee members,
and salary and expenses of the technical, legal and clerical
assistants who serve them.
.
In other business, the Senate passed a bill which would add
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Kafka's "Trial''

Shown in a secne from "The Trial" is Karen Klett who plays Ms.
Grubaeh. The play will be show performed March 18-21 in the Fine
Arts Center Recital Hall. Curtain time each night is 8:15 p.m.

Senate Passes Faculty Pay Limit

two non-voting student members to the Board of Educational
Finance for a term of one year.
The students would be eithe1· graduate or undergraduate
student body presidents from among the state's six
universities. Each university would be represented on the
board at least once every five years.
The Senate also passed a federal voting rights compliance
act.
The act allows New Mexico residents under 21 to vote in
federal elections, as provided by federal law.

31-0 Vote Sends Biii to King
A bill which limits payment for services
not rendered by faculty members has been
passed by the Senate, 31-0.
House bill 327, introduced by Rep. Bill
O'Donnell (D-Dona Ana) stipulates public
funds cannot be used to pay faculty unless
they have been excused. Sick leave,
"customary, traditional and legal holidays,
weekends and sabbaticals" are excused
absences mentioned in the bilL
The bill states its intent is to "insure full
service be given by faculty members and
employes of a state higher educational
institution in keeping with the published

calendar of the institution."
O'Donnell introduced the bill following
debate in the Legislative Universities Study
Committee about whether or not faculty
members should be paid for the days lost
last spring during the strike. The committee
was concerned about faculty members'
actions during the strike.
The bill concurs with present Regents'
policy about payment for unexcused
absences.
House bill 327 previously passed the
House and now awaits the governor's
signature.
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'No Quorum' Halts Senate Action
For the second time in three weeks the
ASUNM Senate failed to get a quorum and
could conduct no official business.
However, Alumni Director Bub Henry
asked the members present for a Senate
resolution next week which would set apart
two weekends a year for alumni events on
campus.
"I would like one weekend to be
Homecoming and the other a spring date to
develop a particular program for alumni.
Because the Homecoming budget next year
will be cut or completely destroyed, I'm
asking that you let alumni run that
weekend," Henry said.
Henry told the members that if Senate
sanctioned an alumni Homecoming weekend
run by and paid by the alumni "those who
are against it wouldn't destroy it."
Thursday, March 18, 1971

C. L. Glines, the director of the ASUNM
Statistics and Research Committee, also
asked Senate members for a directive as to
what the executive committee should
survey.
"We sent out an opinion poll and we
haven't received one answer from Senate as
to what Statistics and Reseru.'ch should do,"
Glines said.
Next week Senate is expected to confirm
members of the Elections Commission ·and
set a date for a possible special election on a
new ASUNM Constitution.
Senate will also hear requests for
allocations to Las Chicanas, the Presidential
Contingency fund, the Black Studies
Department and the GSA-ASUNM Poetry
series.

Photo by Chuck Foil

Persistence

Vines clinging to a wall are no
impediment for a pair of gloves
with perseverance and
determination.

